
One App. Unlimited Mobile Possibilities.
Get Real-Time Mobile Access to On-Premise and Cloud Data

Mobilize On-Premise Data
TAKE YOUR DATA OUTSIDE THE FOUR WALLS.

Access Data in Real-Time
READ/WRITE, WHEREVER AND WHENEVER.

Code Quickly and Simply
START ACCESSING YOUR DATA FASTER THAN EVER.

Secure from the Start
OUR INNOVATION IS YOUR PROTECTION.

Connect securely to on-premise ERP, CRM, and 
eCommerce data sources from any mobile device, 
without needing to synchronize any data, open 
firewall ports, or move a single byte to the cloud. 
It’s completely secure — and simple.

Monitor your data in real-time using beautiful, easy-
to-build, and mobile-friendly visualizations called 
bezls to stay on top of what’s happening right now. 
React to that data by writing back to your original 
data sources, keeping all information up-to-date.

Bezlio uses a secure token-based system to retrieve 
and route data to authorized users only. Your 
firewall remains intact, and no data is ever synced to 
the cloud. Data transfers are AES256-encrypted, 
and admins can control access at a granular level.

Integrate with Everything
ON-PREMISE, CLOUD, OR DATA MASH-UPS.

Develop Nearly Anything
BUILD CUSTOM MOBILE APPS WITH EASE.

Connect to any of your data sources, whether it’s 
a secured on-premise database, a modern cloud 
application, or an eCommerce platform, without 
changing anything. Combine data from multiple 
sources for unique insights.

Personalize how you view and interact with your 
enterprise data on your device. Use our pre-developed 
apps, templates, or developer tools which provide 
infinite customization using web standards to create 
dashboards and analytics for numerous functions.

Stay On Point, Even Offline
NO CONNECTION? NO PROBLEM.

When the job takes you out of a cellular network, 
don’t worry — you’re still covered. Protect your data 
at all times — and locations — with Bezlio. Our app 
allows field teams to work offline, capturing their 
data safely until it can be synced again later.

You’ve already implemented your ERP or CRM. 
Accessing it should be faster and simpler. With Bezlio, 
you get a no-code development platform with drag-
and-drop features and support for custom code. And 
it can all be set up in as little as one day.

Each day, your field sales and service teams are out making deals and keeping customers happy. To help them meet 
goals and drive your business forward, your enterprise data needs to be accessible and visible — right where they work, 
right when they need it. And that’s exactly where Bezlio puts your data: in your users’ hands. No more lost or inaccurate 
data. No more missed sales or service opportunities. Just instant, secure, and reliable ERP and CRM data — 24 hours a 

day, seven days a week, 365 days a year.



Flexibility for Any Application

ERP Mobile Apps
YOU HAVE THE ERP. WE HAVE THE APP FOR IT.

Field Sales Centralization
BRING YOUR ERP AND CRM TOGETHER.

Dashboards & Reports
DO MORE WITH YOUR DATA — AND FASTER.

Legacy Reporting Systems
MEANINGFUL REPORTS WITH MINIMAL CODE.

ERPs and even some CRMs are simply lacking in 
options for mobile users. If you have a field team, a 
mobile solution should be an absolute requirement. 
Bezlio bridges the gap by giving you all the features 
you need to access your data at all times.

When field sales teams need access to customer 
information, they need it now. Bezlio brings ERP data 
and CRM data together in a single app, providing 
sales with sales metrics, invoices, payment terms, 
order histories, parts, tasks, and more.

Creating Crystal Reports for business insights? View, 
generate, analyze, and share your reporting data — 
even from legacy reports platforms like SSRS — on 
any browser and mobile device. Reports stay secure 
and can be accessed by those with permission.

Customer Portals
EMPOWER CUSTOMERS WITH SELF-SERVICE.

Bezlio’s unique structure allows data to be shared publicly 
with customers, providing order statuses and histories, 
tracking and shipments, invoices, inventories, and more. 
Share whatever you want, and only what you want — all in 
a single, helpful location.

Everything is Better with Bezlio
Empower your field sales and service teams with the tools 
they need to succeed.

Tired of requesting or creating ad-hoc reports (and 
updating them over and over again)? With Bezlio, you can 
build reports just once, and they’ll stay current in real-time. 
Share them quickly, customize them easily, and view them 
on any device.

Bezlio customers use our platform for a variety of purposes thanks to its ease of development, flexible 
integration options, and extensive customization potential. 

Schedule a 1:1 Demo
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